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How heat pumps work

Ground source heat pumps work by using heat stored in the ground from the sun’s solar 
radiation to supply all of the energy required for a home's heating and hot water system.

The top 15 metres of the Earth's surface maintains a relatively constant temperature of 
approximately 12˚C. This energy can be used to heat buildings indirectly. Pipe is buried in
the ground, either in a borehole or a horizontal trench. The pipe is usually a closed circuit
and is filled with a mixture of water and antifreeze, which is pumped round the pipe, 
absorbing heat from the ground. (See fig.1)

In winter the ground is warmer than the air and buildings above. The anti-freeze mixture 
absorbs heat from the ground, which is then concentrated and transferred to the buildings.
This heat can be used to heat domestic water and a low temperature heating system such
as underfloor heating.

The efficiency of a ground source heat pump is measured in Coefficient of Performance
(CoP). This is the ratio of units of heat output for each unit of electricity used to drive the
compressor and pump for the ground loop.

A CoP of 4 means that for every kilowatt of electricity put in, you get 4 kilowatts of energy
out in the form of warm water. The flow temperature of the warm water is typically between
35˚C and 45˚C; much lower than achieved by a domestic boiler. The units can reach higher
temperatures, but the CoP is then compromised. Keeping the temperature at the lower 
end of the scale ensures the system operates efficiently.

Figure 1

Ground source heat pump with collectors 
in either a trench or borehole
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Model 1330

The twin compressors and advanced control system of the Model 1330 heat pump make it
the ideal choice for larger houses and small industrial buildings. There are three versions
available with an output range of between 22 and 40kW and it can be configured to take 
a supplementary heat source such as an oil or gas-fired boiler. Nine Model 1330s connected
together via a control unit can achieve an output of up to 360kW.

The quality of the twin scroll compressors combined with optimum design of the refrigerant
circuit gives the Model 1330 a highly-efficient COP (Coefficient of Performance) of 5.0
when the incoming fluid is at 0˚C and the flow temperature is 35˚C, although flow 
temperatures of up to 65˚C are achievable.

The Model 1330 produces heating water and domestic hot water simultaneously with the
unit prioritising domestic hot water by activating one or both compressors.

The compressor and refrigerant are housed in separate compartments giving double sound
insulation and, therefore, have very low noise levels. Built-in circulation pumps, flexible
hoses, dirt filters and heat source and heating circuit connections at the top of the unit
allow for easy installation and servicing. The unit sits on a sturdy frame entirely enclosed in
easily-removable panels.

A microprocessor controller ensures optimal, safe operation and gives clear information
about status, running time and essential temperatures in the heat pump. It has an easy to
operate LCD screen for quick adjustment.

The Model 1330 is the perfect partner for Nu-Heat warm water underfloor heating giving
comfort, low running costs, long life and minimal maintenance. 

Model 1330
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Model 1330 – Control System

The control panel of the 133  0 is specially designed for ease
of operation and has a range of features including: 

• Large, clear symbols

• Logical operation

• Weather compensated control for energy-efficient 
operation and easy user adjustment

• Programmable climate and cooling control

• Clock

• Timed temperature control

• Timed hot water function

• Prepared for GSM- and Internet-integration

• Alarm logbook

• Choice of language

• Soft start relays for reduced starting currents

• Displays refrigerant temperature

• Pre-configured for easy installation

• Easy solar integration

going green
made easy
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Ground loop – Collector Pack

The collector tube supplied is 40mm x 2.4 PEM, specially manufactured 
for geo-thermal applications.
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Ground level

Sand backfill 500m2 500m2

A plot of any shape may be used if it covers
the correct area, e.g.

An advanced computer software 
programme based on over 30 years 
of installation experience is used for 
the specification process.

Technical Data – Model 1330

Model size: 1330 –

Power consumption* (B 0/W 35) kW

Heating capacity* (B 0/W 35) kW

CoP at B 0/W 335

Height mm

Width mm

Depth mm

Net weight kg

Voltage V

Starting current A

Max operating current, compressor A

Fuse, HP only (motor characteristics/slow blow) A

Refrigerant

22

4.8 ( 2 x 2.4)

23.1 (2 x 11.55)

4.8

30

6.8 (2 x 3.4)

30.8 (2 x15.4)

4.5

40

9.0 (2 x 4.5)

39.0 (2 x 19.5)

4.3

22

2 x 10

25

30

2 x 13.1

35

30

2 x 16.6

35

1625 without adjustable feet (30–50mm)

R407C

400(3-phase+Zero)

* In accordance with EN 255 for cooling medium entry at 0˚C / hot water flow at 35˚C. The electric input for circulation pumps is not included.

315

600

625

338 356
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Model 1330

The 1330’s twin compressor design allows the unit to manage it's operation for maximum 
efficiency. One compressor can operate independently to supply the heating – this flow is
then diverted to the VPA hot water cylinder when it 'calls-for-heat', on a hot water priority
basis.

If the heating demand is higher than the output of just one compressor then sophisticated
weather-compensating control will bring the second compressor on.

When the optional immersion heater is fitted to the VPA cylinder, the extra hot water boost
function can be used.

easy
integration
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Ease of Installation

The Nu-Heat system is designed to ensure quick, easy and trouble free installation.

• Full supporting mechanical and electrical documentation is supplied, including award 
winning installation manuals and docking drawings for easy system integration with 
associated cylinders, accessories and possible additional heat sources if specified.

• All heat pumps are supplied with a comprehensive installation package to include 
expansion vessels, circulators, control, balancing and isolating valves and associated
sundry plumbing items.

1330 connected to VPA hot water cylinder and weather compensated control
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Optional extras

Dual Temperature Circuit

The dual temperature circuit provides flow water of a higher temperature enabling the 
use of a wider variety of underfloor heating floor constructions; particularly relevant for 
refurbishment projects and in first floors. The circuit comprises a control board, sensors,
pump and 3-port control valve.

RG10 – Room Sensor

The RG10 room sensor allows greater control of the temperature of the flow water 
coming from the heat pump. When positioned in a room with average heatloss it 
compares the outside temperature with the room temperature it senses and adjusts water
flow temperatures to the underfloor heating to maintain the correct temperature as set.

VPA – Cylinders

VPA is a range of double-skinned cylinders designed to be connected to heat pumps in order
to ensure an adequate buffer of water/load to prevent cycling during hot water generation
and quick reheat times. An additional immersion heater may also be fitted to allow 
sensor-controlled supplementary hot water heating. The cold water supply line must be 
fitted with safety equipment in accordance with current standards.

The cylinders meet all current pressure vessel standards and have internal copper corrosion
protection. High levels of polyurethane foam provide excellent thermal insulation, helping to
keep overall running costs down.

Technical data - VPA

Model 

Hot water tank capacity

Double-jacket tank volume

Net weight

Operating Weight

Height*

Width x Depth/Diameter

Heat exchange (55/45 – 10/45˚C)

Heat content at 50˚C

Corresponding hot water amount (40˚C)

Maximum cartridge heater length

Max. pressure in the double jacket

Max. pressure in hot water tank

litres

litres

kg

kg

mm

mm

kW

kWh

litres

mm

Bar

Bar

300/200 450/300

*   Without upper connection pipe

300

190

208

698

1725

Ø725

10.0

17.4

370

650

0.3

1

450

285

285

1020

1930

Ø860

14.5

26.1

550

750

0.25

1

excellent         
insulation

keeps overall 
running costs 

down
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Optional extras

VPAS 300/450 – Cylinders in combination with solar panels

VPAS is a range of double-skinned cylinders designed to be connected to heat pumps, in
combination with solar panels, in order to ensure an adequate buffer of water/load to 
prevent cycling during hot water generation. An additional immersion heater may also 
be fitted to allow sensor-controlled supplementary hot water heating.

The cylinders meet all current pressure vessel standards and have internal copper or
enamel corrosion protection. High levels of polyurethane foam, that can be removed 
to enable the cylinder to run in confined spaces, provide excellent thermal insulation, 
helping to keep overall running costs down.

CU

Solar coil: Ø 22mm, length 9.4m, surface 2.3m2

*With an incoming temperature of 10˚C and hot water usage of 12l/min

Technical data - VPAS 300/450

Corrosion protection

Tank volume

Double-jacket tank volume

Net weight

Operating Weight

Height (excl. feet 20-55mm)

Required ceiling height

Diameter

Heat content at 50˚C

Corresponding hot water amount (40˚C)*

Maximum cartridge heater length

Max. cut-off pressure in hot water tank

Max. pressure in the double jacket

Highest permitted temperature

Part number

litres

litres

kg

kg

mm

mm

mm

kWh

litres

mm

bar

bar

˚C

Copper

300

450

315

1065

2015

2120

860

17.4

370

750

10

3

95

087720
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